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The developing brain revealed during sleep
Mark S Blumberg1,2,3, James C Dooley1 and Greta Sokoloff1,2
Given the prevalence of sleep in early development, any
satisfactory account of infant brain activity must consider what
happens during sleep. Only recently, however, has it become
possible to record sleep-related brain activity in newborn
rodents. Using such methods in rat pups, it is now clear that
sleep, more so than wake, provides a crucial context for the
processing of sensory input and the expression of functional
connectivity throughout the sensorimotor system. In addition,
sleep uniquely reveals functional activity in the developing
primary motor cortex, which establishes a somatosensory map
long before its role in motor control emerges. These findings will
inform our understanding of the developmental processes that
contribute to the nascent sense of embodiment in human
infants.
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Introduction
How does the infant brain manage to function in the
moment in the midst of rapid and transformative developmental change? And what is the significance for the
developing brain that the majority of the infant’s day is
devoted to sleep? Thanks largely to methods that enable
recording brain activity in infant rats as they cycle
between sleep and wake [1!], the answers to these questions are beginning to emerge. In particular, it is now clear
that sleep, especially active (REM) sleep, activates the
infant brain in a way that is unique and profound for the
nascent sensorimotor system. The self-generated brain
activation that characterizes active sleep in the infant is
ideally suited to building and refining somatotopic maps,
integrating sensory and motor systems, and laying the
Current Opinion in Physiology 2020, 15:14–22

foundation for the later-emerging, embodied sense of self
[2]. These and other insights are increasingly informing
investigations of sleep-related neural activity in human
infants.

Sleep and brain activity in early development
It is a truism that we sleep most when we are young. At
birth in humans, 16 hours of each day are allotted to sleep
with this value dropping to eight or fewer hours in
adulthood [3]. In addition to the quantity of sleep, its
composition also changes. Specifically, preterm human
fetuses spend two-thirds or more of their sleep time in
active sleep and the remainder in quiet sleep [4,5]. By the
time of birth, active sleep has dropped to 50% of total
sleep time, which is higher still than the 25% seen in
adults and the 15% in the elderly. Similar patterns are
observed in other mammalian species [6].
The states of sleep and wake are composed of multiple
components that are variable in expression across species
and age [6]. In adult mammals, including humans, researchers have relied most heavily on three components —
muscle tone, eye movements, and cortical electroencephalogram (EEG) — for distinguishing among wake and the
two states of sleep: active sleep and quiet (or non-REM)
sleep. Specifically, wake is characterized by high muscle
tone, alert eye movements, and desynchronized cortical
activity; quiet sleep is characterized by low muscle tone,
an absence of eye movements, and synchronized cortical
slow-waves; and active sleep is characterized by muscle
atonia, rapid eye movements (REMs), and desynchronized
cortical activity.
Although newborn animals exhibit clear behavioral hallmarks of sleep and wake, those behaviors often do not
map cleanly onto the criteria established in adults [7].
Accordingly, it is necessary to adjust expectations when
considering the young of altricial mammals. For example,
muscle atonia accompanies sleep in rats at one week of
age, but the eyes are immobile beneath eyelids [8]. In
preterm human infants, the cortical EEG is characterized
not by tonic activation, but rather by long periods of
silence interrupted by brief bursts of activity [9–11], with
the transition to fully continuous and state-dependent
EEG activity emerging over the first several postnatal
months [12]. By comparison, in infant rats, the transition
to continuous, state-dependent EEG activity occurs
toward the end of the second postnatal week [7,13!!].
The brief bursts of cortical activity that punctuate periods
of silence are typically triggered by spontaneous activity
in the sensory periphery [13!!]. For example, in the visual
www.sciencedirect.com
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system, peripheral sensory activity arises from spontaneous retinal waves, which provide patterned activation to
primary visual cortex (V1) and other structures [14,15].
Although retinal waves occur independently of sleepwake state, their downstream effects in visual thalamus
and cortex are modulated by state [16!,17].
In the sensorimotor system, peripheral sensory activity
arises from myoclonic twitches, which are brief, jerky, and
discrete movements of the limbs, whiskers, and other
parts of the body controlled by skeletal muscle [18,19].
Although twitching is a ubiquitous feature of active sleep
in infant mammals [20], it is readily observed across the
lifespan in a wide diversity of species, such as humans,
rats, dogs, cats, ferrets, hedgehogs, and opossums, to
name a few (see http://www.twitchsleep.net for videos
of twitching in these and other species).
Unlike retinal waves, twitches are a defining feature of
active sleep. They are produced most abundantly in
early development and are easily distinguished from
the high-amplitude and coordinated movements that
characterize wake. But also, twitches robustly, reliably,
and somatotopically trigger bursts of activity in somatosensory cortex [21] and, indeed, in sensorimotor
structures across the neuraxis [2]. Accordingly, as will
be reviewed here, neural activity in the developing
sensorimotor system is intimately linked to twitches
and, therefore, with active sleep.

Neural causes and consequences of
myoclonic twitching
Twitches are not like wake behaviors: they do not produce
locomotion and are not goal-directed. And because twitches
look more like a spasm than an intended output of the
nervous system, it is not surprising that they were long
considered functionless by-products — the detritus — of
a dreaming brain. However, based largely on research in rats
before postnatal day (P) 10, that view is no longer tenable. On
the contrary, the unique features of twitches — including
their spatiotemporal organization [18], their responsiveness
to sensory feedback [22,23], and their unique capacity to
activate the infant brain [24,25!!] — make them a powerful
tool for assessing functional activity in the developing
sensorimotor system.
Recent advances in understanding sleep-related processes in infant rats hinged on the development of a
method for recording brain activity in head-fixed and
unanesthetized rat pups. Vital to this method is the fact
that pups will cycle between sleep and wake so long as
proper attention is paid to their thermal, hydrational, and
nutritional needs [1!]. Under such conditions, electrodes
can be implanted throughout the infant brain — from
cortex to medulla — and even, as recently demonstrated,
in the spinal cord [26!]. By simultaneously recording limb
movements, the neural activity surrounding twitches can
www.sciencedirect.com

be quantified using perievent histograms. As illustrated in
the inset in Figure 1, this information can be used to
determine, for individual neurons, whether activity
reliably precedes twitches (a motor event; red trace) or
follows twitches (a sensory event; green trace). Also, when
neural activity occurs at the same time as a twitch, that is
suggestive of a corollary discharge (CD), that is, a copy
of a motor signal that does not itself trigger movement
(blue trace) [27].
The state of active sleep is largely controlled by structures
in the mespontine region, including the laterodorsal
tegmental nucleus (LDT) and sublaterodorsal nucleus
(SLD) (for review, see Ref. [28!!]). These structures
modulate downstream motor nuclei in a state-dependent
fashion [29]. One such motor nucleus is the red nucleus
(RN), which is part of a group of midbrain motor structures within the mesodiencephalic junction (MDJ) [30].
The RN projects directly to motor neurons in the spinal
cord that control the forelimbs and, to a lesser extent, the
hindlimbs. Consistent with its motor function and as
shown in Figure 1, the activity of RN neurons in P8 rats
precedes forelimb twitches, consistent with its motor
function [31]; in addition, pharmacological disruption of
RN function causes an immediate reduction in twitching.
Finally, it must be stressed that forebrain structures,
including motor cortex, do not control the production
of twitches or, for that matter, any movement through at
least the second postnatal week in rats [25!!,32].
When a forelimb twitch occurs, proprioceptors and tactile
receptors are stimulated and sensory feedback signals
(reafference) trigger neural activity in the dorsal horn
of the spinal cord [26!] and other downstream sensorimotor structures. With respect to the forelimb (Figure 1),
twitch-related sensory signals can flow directly to neurons
in the external cuneate nucleus (ECN; [24]) with a
latency of approximately 40 ms. From the ECN, sensory
signals are conveyed to the cerebellum and thalamic
nuclei. In turn, thalamic nuclei project to primary somatosensory cortex (S1) and primary motor cortex (M1), where
reafference from forelimb twitches robustly triggers
neural activity within the forelimb regions of those areas
[25!!]. Finally, the hippocampus is also activated after
twitches — via cortical projections through entorhinal
cortex [33–35].

Twitch-related corollary discharge in the
cerebellar system
Twitch-responsive neurons are not restricted to the
sensory stream connecting brainstem, thalamus, and cerebral cortex. Both the cerebellar cortex and deep cerebellar
nuclei also exhibit twitch-related reafferent activity
[36,37]. Some of this activity, however, occurs at latencies
that are much shorter than 40 ms and, therefore, cannot be
attributed to reafference via the ECN. Instead, this shortlatency cerebellar activity suggests the presence of a
Current Opinion in Physiology 2020, 15:14–22
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The neural causes and consequences of myoclonic twitching in sleeping infant rats. Inset: Illustration of neural activity surrounding a twitch:
preceding activity indicative of motor outflow (red), following activity indicative of sensory feedback (i.e. reafference; green), and nearly
simultaneous activity indicative of corollary discharge (blue). These icons are used in the main figure below, which is based largely on studies
using P8 rats. Main figure: The production of a forelimb twitch begins in midbrain structures, including the red nucleus (RN) and surrounding areas
in the mesodiencephalic junction (MDJ). When a forelimb twitch is produced, reafferent signals flow directly to the spinal cord, the external
cuneate nucleus (ECN), and the RN. From the ECN, reafferent signals flow to the deep cerebellar nuclei and cerebellar cortex (Cb) as well as the
thalamus, arriving next in primary somatosensory (S1) and primary motor (M1) cortex. From S1, reafference flows via the entorhinal cortex to the
hippocampus. Coincident with spiking activity in S1 and M1, spindle bursts are detected in the local field potential. Corollary discharges
emanating from neurons in and around the RN project separately to the inferior olive (IO) and lateral reticular nucleus (LRN), before projecting to
the cerebellum via climbing and mossy fibers, respectively. Finally, the occurrence of twitch-triggered bursts of coherent rhythmic activity between
RN and hippocampus in the theta band (u; 4#7 Hz) and between S1 and hippocampus in the beta2 band (b2; 20#30 Hz) is illustrated. Background
image is a sagittal section of an infant rat brain. See text for discussion and citations.

twitch-related corollary discharge signal. This idea was
tested in P8 rats by recording from the inferior olive (IO),
which projects exclusively to the cerebellum via climbing
fibers. It was found that the IO exhibits a pattern of neural
activity with two distinct features: First, IO unit activity
increased simultaneously ("10 ms) with the onset of a
twitch; and second, IO activity exhibited a rapid onset
and offset in relation to each twitch, resulting in a
distinctly sharp peak (Figure 1, blue trace) [38!!].
The source of twitch-related IO activity was traced to
neurons within the MDJ that lie immediately adjacent to
the RN [38!!]. Neurons in this region exhibited motoractivity profiles similar to that of the RN and, when
Current Opinion in Physiology 2020, 15:14–22

electrically stimulated, triggered brief movements of
the contralateral forelimb. The sharp IO peak was
attributed to the recruitment of local calcium-activated
slow potassium (SK) channels: Selective blockade of SK
channels broadened the sharp IO peaks such that they
mirrored the motor signals emitted by MDJ neurons.
Given that the IO does not itself participate in motor
control, it was concluded that it conveys a precisely timed,
twitch-related corollary discharge signal from the MDJ to
the cerebellum [38!!].
The lateral reticular nucleus (LRN) is yet another precerebellar structure that, like the ECN, provides mossy
fiber input to the cerebellum. But unlike the ECN, the
www.sciencedirect.com
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LRN processes both motor and sensory input, with descending projections arriving from the RN and ascending
projections arriving from the spinal cord [39]. Consistent
with these dual inputs, the LRN exhibited twitch-related
activity indicative of both corollary discharge and reafference (Figure 1; [38!!]). Thus, across three precerebellar
nuclei, (a) the ECN conveys twitch-related reafference, (b)
the IO conveys twitch-related corollary discharge, and (c)
the LRN conveys a combination of the two. This diversity
of precisely timed and somatotopically organized signals
converges on the cerebellum during a sensitive period in its
development (e.g. see Ref. [40]). Such a converging input is
crucial to the cerebellum’s role in predictive coding and
the capacity to distinguish self-generated from othergenerated movements [41,42]. It is not yet known whether
twitch-related corollary discharge signals are conveyed to
non-cerebellar structures in the sensorimotor system.

Sensory gating of wake-related reafference
Whereas limb twitches are highly effective at triggering a
cascade of downstream activity in the somatosensory
system, it was repeatedly found that wake movements
trigger little or no activity in those same structures [43].
This was true even though wake movements are much
more vigorous and intense than twitches, and so their
sensory effects should be much greater.
The cause of this mysterious discrepancy in the effects
of twitch-related and wake-related reafference on downstream sensory processing was traced to the ECN [24].
First, recording from the medullary structure in P8 rats,
the robust reafferent activity that followed twitching was
absent during wake. To determine whether the ECN
was responsible for gating wake-related reafference,
recordings were performed before and after local pharmacological disinhibition. As predicted, twitch-related
reafference was unaffected by this disinhibition, but
wake-related reafference was unmasked. This experiment showed that wake-related reafference is conveyed
to the ECN, but it is gated there. The effect is that
structures downstream to the ECN, including M1, are
similarly deprived of wake-related reafference through
at least P8 in rats.

Sensory processing by motor cortex and a key
developmental transition
M1 is considered primary motor cortex because of its
unambiguous role in adult motor control [44]. Despite
many decades of research, however, the nature of M1’s
contributions to behavior is still being debated. Indeed,
several recent studies in adult rodents are reshaping how
we think about the motor functions of M1 [45!!,46,47].
These studies emphasize M1’s contributions to the
learning — as opposed to execution — of motor tasks
and the crucial role of sensory input for updating motor
commands after an unexpected perturbation.
www.sciencedirect.com

Whatever the roles of M1 in motor learning and control,
they emerge relatively late in development [48]. In rats,
this emergence occurs as late as P35 [49], before which
movement is controlled by structures within the brainstem. In humans, this late onset dramatically reveals itself
in infants who have experienced a perinatal stroke, which
is a leading cause of hemiplegic cerebral palsy (CP),
the most prevalent childhood motor disability [50,51].
Specifically, the disabling effects of CP are not evident
until at least 4–8 months after birth [52], presumably as
descending control from M1 begins to emerge.
What does M1 do during this ‘pre-motor’ period of
development? To answer this question, consider M1’s
functional activity at P8, as illustrated in Figure 1. At this
age, M1 robustly responds to twitch-related reafference.
Moreover, because it is downstream from the ECN, it
does not receive reafference from wake movements. But
this state of affairs cannot last: After all, as described
above, the sensory consequences of limb movements are
crucial to adult motor performance and the learning of
new motor skills.
By recording from M1 daily between P8 and P12, a key
transition was discovered in that structure’s responsiveness to wake-related reafference [25!!]. Specifically,
whereas 90% of M1 neurons responded exclusively to
twitches at P8, 80% of M1 neurons responded exclusively
to wake movements at P12. This dramatic reversal was
attributed to the opening, at P11-12, of the ECN gate to
the sensory consequences of wake movements. Interestingly, this ‘awakening’ of M1 occurs at a time marked by
substantial improvements in limb control and coordination, including the onset of crawling [53]. Moreover, this
transition is not restricted to the sensorimotor domain, as
there are similar transitions in visual processing toward
the end of the second postnatal week in rats [13!!].
At P12, when the ECN is responding to wake-related
reafference, it continues to respond to twitch-related reafference. In contrast, at P12, only a small proportion of M1
neurons respond to twitch-related reafference. What
accounts for this difference in twitch-responsiveness
between the two structures? This question was addressed
by pharmacologically disinhibiting M1 at P12: By doing so,
it was possible to unmask twitch-related responses that
resembled those normally observed at P8. This simple
experiment suggested that the M1 ‘awakening’ at P12 to
wake-related reafference occurs contemporaneously with a
second transition, in which local inhibitory networks within
M1 restrict that structure’s responses to twitches. This
notion is consistent with what is known about the role of
inhibitory circuits in sharpening and tuning cortical sensory
responses [54,55].
Altogether, this research reveals how active sleep and
twitches are essential to developing the sensory foundation
Current Opinion in Physiology 2020, 15:14–22
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of M1. This sensory foundation is established long before
M1 assumes its motor functionality, thus suggesting that
the sensory foundation is crucial to M1’s ability to exhibit
motor control and learning-related plasticity.

From spikes to oscillations: sleep,
development, and functional connectivity
The focus here thus far has been on neural spiking
activity in relation to twitches during active sleep. But
there is a second important dimension to neural activity
that concerns the local field potential (LFP) — the
aggregate, synchronous electrical activity that can be
measured using extracellular electrodes implanted within
the brain or EEG electrodes at the brain surface [56,57].
Fifteen years ago, researchers discovered that S1 of
newborn rats exhibits brief oscillatory events, called
spindle bursts (peak frequency: 12#15 Hz), in response
to limb movements, including twitches [21]. With that
discovery, it was clear that the cerebral cortex of infant
rats is not nearly as silent as previously thought. In
humans, spindle bursts have long been recognized as a
prominent feature of cortical activity in premature
infants, often being referred to as delta brushes. It was
also recognized that spindle bursts are quite distinct from
sleep spindles, which are most closely associated with
quiet sleep and first emerge after the first postnatal month
[58]. Similarly, in rats, sleep spindles are first detected
after the second postnatal week [59], by which time
spindle bursts are very difficult to detect [60]. Mechanistically, whereas both spindle bursts and sleep spindles are
produced through corticothalamic interactions, the emergence of sleep spindles appears to depend on the development of thalamic inhibition and intrinsic changes in the
bursting properties of neurons in the thalamic reticular
nucleus [61]. Finally, despite these and other differences,
spindle bursts and sleep spindles are both strongly
implicated in neural plasticity across the lifespan [62,63].
In addition to S1, twitch-triggered spindle bursts in P8 rats
are readily detected in M1 and, as seen with unit activity,
are more effectively and reliably triggered by twitches than
wake movements [43]. In addition, spindle bursts occur in
V1 in response to retinal waves [14], as well as in primary
auditory cortex (A1) [64] and prefrontal cortex [65]. In
contrast, spindle bursts are not detected in medial dysgranular regions in frontal, parietal, and occipital cortex,
although these areas do exhibit other sleep-related oscillations, including 40-Hz gamma bursts [66].
Whereas spindle bursts are detected soon after birth in
rodents, hippocampal theta (4#7 Hz) begins to emerge
around P8 [67]. Initially, theta occurs in brief bursts
immediately after twitches (Figure 1), but then transitions by P12 to a continuous rhythm throughout active
sleep [68!!]. A similar developmental trajectory — from
brief twitch-related theta bursts to a continuous rhythm
Current Opinion in Physiology 2020, 15:14–22

— was found in the RN [68!!]. Moreover, at P12 the theta
rhythms in the RN and hippocampus were highly coherent and were similarly eliminated after pharmacological
inhibition of the medial septum. This state-dependent
coherence is consistent with the view that the RN and
hippocampus form a functional unit in the service of
sensorimotor integration [69]. Similar theta-dependent
processes may be important for the development of
functional connectivity between the hippocampus and
prefrontal cortex, with possible implications for our
understanding of the developmental origins of schizophrenia and other disorders associated with abnormal
connectivity patterns [65,70].
Whereas the hippocampus communicates with the RN
and prefrontal cortex in the theta band, there is evidence
that it communicates with somatosensory cortex in the
beta2 band (20#30 Hz; Figure 1). This was demonstrated
in P8 rats using dual recordings in whisker S1 (i.e. barrel
cortex) and hippocampus [35]. When pups twitched
during active sleep, spindle bursts were triggered in barrel
cortex that, as previously reported in V1, span frequencies
from 5 to 30 Hz [71]. However, coherence between the
two structures was specifically elevated in the beta2 band
in the period immediately after a twitch. Moreover, by
cutting the infraorbital nerve and thus eliminating reafference from whiskers, coherence between barrel cortex
and hippocampus was specifically reduced in the beta2
band. When considered alongside the previous theta
findings, the developing hippocampus can exhibit
twitch-dependent and band-specific communication with
at least two different structures — S1 and RN — at the
same time.
Altogether, active sleep provides a crucial context for the
developmental expression of functional connectivity
among cortical and subcortical structures. It follows that
prenatal or postnatal environments that disrupt the
expression of active sleep can deprive the infant of
valuable sensory experience, potentially sending the
infant down an atypical developmental path [72].

Implications for human development
There is good reason to believe that sleep-dependent
development in the human sensorimotor system parallels that in rat pups. For example, soon after the discovery of somatosensory-driven spindle bursts in infant rats,
it was demonstrated that limb twitches trigger similar
cortical events in premature human infants at 29–31
weeks postconceptional age [73]. This twitch-related
spindle-burst activity persists briefly into the early postnatal period [74!].
Given the relatively high levels of sleep in full-term and
preterm human infants, one might assume that protecting
sleep from unnecessary environmental disturbances would
be a central concern of pediatric facilities, especially
www.sciencedirect.com
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neonatal intensive care units (NICUs). However, only
recently have neonatologists, influenced by pediatric sleep
research, reassessed the brightly lit, noisy, and disruptive
NICU environments that premature infants routinely
encounter [75]. Given that sleep provides a crucial context
for sensory processing and functional connectivity in the
developing nervous system, NICUs should be designed in
a way that maximizes opportunities for sleep. Attention to
this issue may help to ameliorate some of the numerous
long-term negative consequences of premature birth on
functional connectivity and other aspects of neurodevelopment [76]. Of particular relevance here is the fact that
approximately one-half of all premature infants exhibit a
sensory processing disorder [77].
There is, therefore, a compelling need to understand the
specific mechanisms by which sleep contributes to
sensory development in humans, including the processes
by which somatotopic maps develop [78]. A recent
upsurge of interest in this area has led investigators to
devise a variety of methods for stimulating the limbs of
human infants to assess the precision of cortical representations across age [79–83]. But the larger question
remains regarding the process by which topographic maps
develop in human infants and the role played by sleep in
that process.
New approaches are emerging for studying the role of
sleep in human sensorimotor development. For example,
one recent study focused on the statistical properties of
spontaneous head movements during sleep in infants that
are at low or high familial risk for autism [84]. In that
study, high-risk infants at 1–2 months of age exhibited
less diversity in their head movements while asleep than
when responding, while awake, to language-related
acoustic stimuli. The authors attributed this difference
to a less flexible sensorimotor system in the high-risk
infants. Such findings suggest that sleep-related movements in human infants provide crucial sensory input to
the developing nervous system. Unfortunately, in fMRI
studies, it is current standard practice to reject (i.e. scrub)
data collected during movement due to artifact. As
recently noted, this practice must be changed if we are
to make progress in understanding the contributions of
self-generated movements to sensorimotor development
and functional connectivity in humans [85!!].
Despite remarkable improvements in imaging and
recording technology, the tools currently available for
investigating state-dependent brain activity in human
infants have substantial limitations. Functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) has poor temporal resolution
and is performed in a noisy environment that is not
conducive to sleep, and electroencephalography (EEG)
has poor spatial resolution and provides no information
about brain activity below the surface of the cerebral
cortex. These and other non-invasive technologies,
www.sciencedirect.com

including magnetoencephalography (MEG), are still
unable to match the spatial and temporal resolution
provided by those invasive methods (e.g. extracellular
neurophysiology) that are used in non-human animals
[86]. Therefore, it will be important to seek ways to
bridge the gap between what is being discovered about
sleep and brain activity in infant rats with what is possible
in human infants.

The road to embodiment
Across development, spontaneous neural activity is a
necessary contributor to a number of crucial processes,
including neurogenesis, differentiation, cellular migration,
apoptosis, circuit formation, and plasticity (for reviews, see
Refs. [87,88]). The sleep-related spontaneous activity
discussed here — that is, myoclonic twitching — could
serve one or more of these functions in different parts of the
nervous system and at different developmental periods.
Moreover, the ability of twitches to activate sensorimotor
structures in topographically precise ways suggests an
important role for that behavior in establishing, refining,
and maintaining somatotopic maps at multiple levels of the
neuraxis. Such maps are the neural instantiation of a body
schema, which underlies our capacity to distinguish self
from other and provides a foundation for later-developing
cognitive and social capacities [78]. In this way, sleep is
poised to play a key role in the process of embodiment,
providing a context for the brain to interconnect with the
body in the ultimate service of adaptive behavior [2].
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